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Just after arriving to work one morning I received a call from the night charge therapist. 
She asked if I would go on a transport to pick up a five month old in respiratory distress. I 
headed to the PICU to meet up with the team, a PICU nurse and fellow. The fellow had 
taken the call from the referring physician. Earlier that morning a five month old was 
brought to the referring hospital’s ER. The baby’s mom had become increasingly 
concerned with the way the baby was breathing. The baby arrived in the ER tachycardic, 
tachypneac and appearing distressed. His SPO2 was in the mid 80”s on room air. He was 
placed on oxygen by nasal cannula and received two nebulized albuterol treatments. An 
arterial blood gas demonstrated severe respiratory failure with a PCO2 of 105 mmHg and 
a pH of 7.06. Realizing the baby needed intensive care the MGH transport team was 
called. From the information reported to the PICU fellow, she recommended intubation, 
placing an IV and giving fluids. The ER physician agreed with the plan but said he did 
not have much experience intubating and particularly limited experience with infants. 
The fellow suggested getting assistance from the anesthesia department. He asked if the 
team could come quickly and for a call once we were in route. She assured him that the 
transport team would get there as soon as possible. We knew we should not waste any 
time. 
 
We gathered everything we needed to safely transport a 5 month old and headed out from 
MGH. Once on the road the fellow called to let the referring team know we were on our 
way and to get an update on the baby’s condition. The baby had been intubated, an IV 
was in place and he was receiving fluids. A repeat blood gas was only marginally better 
(PCO2 of 96 mmHg and a pH of 7.10). We knew the kiddo was in trouble and hoped his 
condition would not worsen before we arrived. We discussed possibilities of what might 
be wrong and agreed on how best to proceed upon arrival. As we drove up route 93N I 
couldn’t help but notice the traffic mounting in the southbound lanes, typical rote 93S 
rush hour traffic. I knew we would be amid the traffic on our return to MGH. I hoped we 
would have a stable baby on the trip home. 
 
We arrived at the referring hospital and proceeded to the ER. There we faced a familiar 
scene for the transport team- a baby in distress and a welcoming team anxiously awaiting 
help with managing an infant’s care. The nurse, physician and I quickly introduced 
ourselves by name and profession and met the referring team members. We were given a 
brief update on the baby’s condition. We said hello to baby Harry. 
 
The respiratory therapist joined me at the baby’s bedside. He showed me the results of 
the last blood gas and added that a CXR had been taken but the results were not back yet. 
He said that he wasn’t use to taking care of kiddos this small and would be interested to 
hear what I thought should be done. His shift had ended but he didn’t want to leave until 



he knew the baby was okay. I began my assessment of Harry. As I went along I talked to 
the therapist mentioning significant points I was observing. I could tell the past couple of 
hours had been stressful so I was careful in phrasing my observations. I wanted to help 
him be better prepared for other kiddos and not feel like he was being chastised. Harry’s 
head and neck were cherry red and his torso somewhat pale. He was in significant 
distress with a respiratory rate in the 80’s, nasal flaring, sternal and substernal retractions. 
His heart rate was in the 190’s. His blood pressure was slightly elevated. An endotracheal 
tube (ETT) had been placed and the baby was connected to a ventilator. His oxygen 
saturations were 88-90. Breath sounds were barely audible on the right and absent on the 
left. His spontaneous respiratory efforts were not synchronized with the breath delivered 
from the ventilator and the ventilator rate, pressure and flow seemed inadequate. I noted 
the centimeter mark of the ETT at the baby’s lip and was sure the tube was in too deep. I 
asked for the results of the CXR but they were still pending. I explained to the therapist 
that based on the baby’s size and with absent breath sounds on the left that the ETT was 
likely in the right mainstem bronchus. I explained how to estimate the appropriate 
distance to insert an ETT in an infant this size. I asked if he would help me reposition and 
re-secure the tube. We checked the function of the resuscitation bag and secured an 
appropriately sized masked to it. We would have a means to ventilate the kiddo if the 
tube got dislodged. We withdrew the tube first one centimeter and then a half centimeter 
and listened for breath sounds after each move. Initially it was still difficult to hear much 
on the left side but with increase ventilating pressure more air movement could be heard 
and bilateral chest excursion noted. The ETT seemed to be in reasonable position. I 
mentioned to the fellow that I thought we could more effectively ventilate this kiddo if he 
was sedated and not breathing so rapidly. The physician agreed and the nurse 
administered the sedation. Once sedated, Harry was much easier to ventilate and the 
cherry red appearance from his upper torso disappeared. His chest was bounding. I 
adjusted the support from the ventilator and explained the moves to the therapist. Harry’s 
next blood gas showed he was oxygenating well and was adequately ventilated. While the 
nurse was putting in a second IV- in the event more access was needed during transport- I 
gave Harry a trial of hand ventilation, mimicking the ventilator pressure and rate. Harry 
tolerated the trial well. With hydration, adequate ventilation and sedation Harry would 
soon be ready for the trip to MGH. 
 
At this point, I looked across the room and saw a young woman at the door. I could see 
her resemblance to Harry and was quite sure it was Harry’s mom. I asked the RT if there 
were any restrictions on parents coming in to the room. He said there were not. I waved 
to the woman and signaled for her to come over and see Harry. I introduced myself. I told 
her Harry had been sedated and the ventilator was breathing for him. I told her she could 
give him a kiss and that she was welcome to hold his hand until we needed to move him 
for the transport. She remarked at how much more comfortable he looked than when she 
brought him in. She said she was afraid to come in, she thought he was going to die. Then 
she asked if she could come in the ambulance with us, she thought she was too nervous to 
drive into the city. She had already called her husband at work and he was going directly 
to MGH. I knew the policy of the transport program was that all team members must 
agree before a patient is allowed to travel in the ambulance. I realized that this was one 
point we discussed on the way from MGH. I had thought about the traffic we had seen 



going south and how stressful it would be for Harry’s mom to have to drive through it to 
get to MGH. It must be frightening enough to having her baby swooped away by 
strangers. I told her I would talk with the rest of the team. Fortunately everyone agreed. 
Harry was stable and we could have his mom ride with us as long as she rode up front. 
Mom was thrilled. 
 
The trip back was uneventful thanks to the ambulance driver’s ability to negotiate the 8 
a.m. traffic on route 93. We arrived in the PICU. Mom was asked to wait in the parent 
room until Harry was settled and report had been given. I gave report to the therapist 
covering the PICU and waited until Harry was settled on our ventilator. As I left the unit I 
stopped by the parents room. It had only been twenty minutes but I knew it probably 
seemed like forever to mom. Harry’s dad had arrived and as I walked in they both 
jumped up and said “is he okay”? I assured them that he was stable and told them he was 
having a CXR and some blood sent. It would be a few minutes then they would be able to 
get in and be with him. They both seemed relieved with the update. 
 
Over the next couple of days Harry required significant ventilator support. Nasal 
washings helped confirm RSV pneumonia as his diagnosis. Each day I would stop by and 
check on Harry’s status. Mom lived at Harry’s bedside. With all the people she was 
meeting I wasn’t even sure she would remember me. She did. She introduced me to 
Harry’s other visitors as Harry’s breathing machine in the ambulance. Within a few days 
the virus ran its course. After five days Harry was weaned from the ventilator and 
extubated. He was discharged from the ICU on day six and two days later was ready to 
go home. Before they left the hospital Harry and his mom came to the unit to say 
goodbye and to thank everyone for taking care of Harry. As they turned to leave both 
Harry and his mom were smiling. What a change from the first day we met. 
 
That afternoon I called the referring hospital’s respiratory care department. I was unable 
to reach the RT who had worked with Harry in the ER but I spoke with his manager. I 
asked her to thank the therapist for his help with Harry and asked her to pass along the 
good news that Harry had been discharged to home looking quite healthy. 
 
Harry’s transport was not complex. There were no heroic associated with his treatments. 
In fact, his respiratory care needs were routine for infants with RSV pneumonia. Getting 
Harry adequately ventilated for the transport was not difficult. I wrote about the case 
because as I recalled the trip I thought about the seemingly endless opportunities we get 
to positively effect, with little effort, the lives of patients and families and on this trip 
hopefully the therapist at the referring hospital. 
 


